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1 LetOleg be a nilpotentorbit Then dealt w H Zale A G
equivariant cover of Qhastheform GH w H ctl a finiteindex

subgroup In otherwords covers are parameterizedby subgroups ofH ti
where tf isthe connected component of 1 in H In whatfellows we will
often call 0 GH a nilpotent cover We'dlike to understand
thegroup H H This is doneusing35triples
Exercise Showthat Zale Zalehifikunipotentgroup

DeduceZale Zale t Zalehf Zaleh.fi

Thecomponentgroup ZaleZalet isknown in all cases Forclassical ie

algebras it's easy to determine Zaleh f This isdone in theexercise
sheet forLecture 1 for BCD types

Proposition Let G Shld Once orSpn d Let be aniplatentorbit
corresponding to a partition ni ni Lise is themultiplicity feed
1 Let GSince Then Zalehits ga g enGudi l 17detigiti i
and I G 1 7474 Zale Zafer272GCDna hidTL
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2 Let GOnce or Spn e Then Zaleh f 17Gi where
Gitda it ni is odd Spa if ni is even forOnivice versa
for Spn Therefore ZaleZacek174274 where a
ofoddHerOn even forSpn his f of dfactorsinEglehf

Example G Span e O corresponds to 12,1 1 WehaveZale Zale 74271

Weclaimthatthe 2fold cover GZale is Kyle Namelyconsider

the natural Caction on E This action is Hamiltonian w moment

mapgu Q2 g't gun I wguu where w istheformusedto
define G
Exercise A Check this

2 Show that imy D
3 Show that over themorphismju is a 2foldcover
So wegetthe conclusion of thisexample

In theendof Sec 3 of Lect wehaveshown that the
algebra ECA is finitelygeneratedfor all nilpotentorbits 0
Thisgeneralizes to all nilpotent covers

Theorem Let be an equivariant cover of a nilpotentorbit0 Then

6 is a finitelygeneratedgradedPoissonalgebra

Sketch ofproof I issymplectic discussed in Sect ofLee 1

If
I is fingen'd considertheStein decomposition for I I



it factorizes as the composition O X d whereX Spee of
the integral closure of ECO in thefield of rationalfunctions
on OTand I X is an openembedding From ceding01072 we
deduce cedimy111072andby Fact 2 inSec 3 of Lect weget
OF GEX

Grading Q a Q liftedfrom Q's Qby 3 24forsuitable die s

Def n theaffinization ofQ is X SpecECO

2 Singular symplectic varieties
2P Definition
We can talk aboutsymplectic smoothvarieties these are smooth

algebraic varieties equippedwith an algebraic symplecticform a

symplectic vectorspace isthemostbasic example

Every symplectic smooth varietyX is Poisson meaning thatOx
comes w a Poisson bracket

Beauville 20007generalized the notion of symplectic to
singular Poisson varieties

Definition Let Xbe a Poissonvariety Wesay X is symplectic
a.k.a singularsymplectic a.k.a hassymplectic singularities if
i X is normal landforsimplicityofexposition irreducible
in the restriction of the Poissonstructure to thesmooth locus

NesCX is nondegenerate Let wreser Xestbethecorresponding
31



symplectic form
iii thereis a resolution of singularities 4 Y X meaning

that Y is smooth and it is birational proper s f N ares
extends from t X's to a regular 2 form on Y

Remarks A if we have iii forone resolution it'struefor any
resolution asprovedalreadyby Deauville

2 The extension of a wrens to Y is closedbutmay fail to
be non degenerate If it's nondegenerate symplectic wesaythat 4 Y X is a symplectic resolution

2 2 Examples symplecticquotientsingularities
Let Vbe a finitedimensional symplectic vectorspace w formW
and TcSp v be afinite subgroup Set X V f f Specs ut
It's a Poissonvarietyble Scu cStu isclosedunder
Deauvilleprovedthat it's singularsymplectic Namely theclaim
that X is normal is standard If 2 V Vls isthe quotient
morphism then VAres is symplectic thesymplecticform descends

fromtherestrictionofw toy llulares vble y a unramifiedover Nc
Theclaim that V15satisfies hiii was checkedbyBeauville

Sometimes V15has a symplectic resolution andit'smostlyknown when

Notable examples
I



LimV 2 so that Castle Thesymplectic resolution of Elf
is theuniqueminimaresolution Thiscase isvery important for the
general theoryble locally everysingularsymplectic variety of
dim 2 is 045forsuitable T

This case isn't relevant for this course but too important to

ignore V 107 f Sn acting on V bypermuting the copies of E
Then X is thesymmetricpower Q S parameterize unordered

n tuples ofpoints in E whilefor Y we can take Hilton Q2
parameterizing length n subschemes of Q It's symplectic

23 Examples Spec CLI
Let Gbe a semisimple algebraicgroup I be a nilpotentcover

Thm I SpecECO is singular symplectic

The case of Goyfollowsfrom the work of PangusheraHinitch
one canproduce Y using the theory of34triplesthis isdone in
Exercise sheet Thegeneralcase can be deduced from hereusing
some results from Algebraicgeometry

Sometimes I admits a symplectic resolution Turns out such
resolutions are of the form T Glp wherePCG isparabolic
Namely a parabolic subgroup of G is an automatically
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connected algebraic subgroup P containing a Borelsubgroup
Glp is projective We have a decomposition P Lau where

L is connectedreductive Levisubgroup U is unipetent For

example for C SIn and a composition n n t.tn we can consider

the subgroup P ofblock uppertriangularmatrices w blacksizesha he
Itis parabolic w Levi L of all blackdiagonalmatrices Ubeing
thekernel of the naturalprojection P L Let hisLie a

Consider the cotangent bundle T Glp It's smooth

symplecticIt can be thought of asthe homogeneous vectorbundle
Gxplogpt thequotient of Gxglp

t
by the Pactiongiven

by p g 2 Igp Ad p 2 Wewrite g 2 forthe Porbitof g a
this is apoint in GMlgit Note that ft h w rt Killingform
giving a Pequivariant isomorphismglp h TheGaction on
T GIP is Hamiltonian w momentmapgiven by jug23 ALg 2
Exercisegu isproper

Every element in his nilpotent so imju consists of nilpotent
elements Since thenumberofnilpotent orbits is finite fact 1 in
Sect ofLee3 imgu is irreducible 6kt Glp is it follows
that I orbit 0pct st imy top In thenext lecture we'll
sketch the argument that dimOp dim T GIP It follows
that T Glp contains a uniqueopen orbit Op which is a
Gequivariant cover ofOp By the Stein factorization we have
the following commutative diagram
I



Calm g

t
Spec a I

Exercise It is a symplectic resolution of singularities

Examples 1 Let P B Then imjusN Accordingto Kestent JV is
normal So weget a symplectic resolution T GB N the

Springer resolution This is one of the most important morphisms
in thegeometric Representation theory see the Chriss Ginzburg book

2 Let 9 31 Take thenilpotentorbit d d for Ten Let
It denote the transposedpartition i.e thepartition corresponding
to the transposed Young diagram Pick the composition consisting
ofparts of X in someorder andtake the corresponding

parabolicP One can show that imjus O Kyu isgenericallyinjectiveMoreover Kraft and Procesi checked that I is normal
It follows that 4 T alp d is a symplectic resolution

3 Let G Sp and I correspond to thepartition 12,21The

groupZale Zale is 74272 by Proposition in Sec9.2 So we
have a 2 fold cover ofQ On theotherhandwe have 2
semisimple net parabelics PaPa corresponding to longashortreefs
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Exercise Showthat T GIP and T GIRI are symplectic
resolutions of Spec Qld Spec act andfigure out
what resolves what

3 Classification of filteredquantizations
Setting A finitelygeneratedgradedcommutative C algebra w

Poisson bracket ofdegree d Leka We assume that
He1C
X SpecA is singular

symplectic say X
is a conicalsymplectic

singularity

Theorem I L 2016 There are a finite dimensional Erectorspace
bx a finite crystallographic reflectiongroup WeGLBx s t there's

a natural identification

quantizations ofA iso belly

ExampleLet g be a ssimpleLiealgebra and Jrcogbe thenilpotent
cone by Sec 2.3 N issingularsymplectic LetB Wbe a Cartan
subalgebra Weylgroup ofg Thengot5 Wjw Thequantization
corresponding to WheyW is constructedas fellows
Let Ulog bethe universal enveloping algebra ofg Z Z Uog
be its center We have theHarishChandra isomorphism E AGAW
where by convention Walt is the a linearaction So to Tef
we can assign themaximal ideal Mae Elf Wa Z consistingof
all functions vanishing at X of course MyMax t weW
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Thenthe quantization of ELN corresponding to Wh is the central
reduction Ux Ulg Ug Mx Apreet why itis indeedaquantizationis sketched in Exercisesheet

Then we have thefollowing twoquestions
1 How to constructby
2 For hey how to constructthe correspondingquantization

We'll start by answering 1 in a specialcase thegeneral
case will be handled inLec 3 Question 2 will beaddressed

in Lec4
Thesimplest case ofquestion 1 is when X admits a symplectic

resolution say Y Then

bi ti ly E

Example Let X N we can take Y T GB Wehave
H T GIB E H GIB E forsimplyconnectedLiegroupG
Lie subgroup F have that E H F e t H BE 5

We'll see that in thegeneral case we needtomodify Y
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